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CAR PARK SPEEDSTERS
Just a gentle reminder that the speed limit in the carpark is 10 KMP. We need to keep our kids safe, please keep to the
speed limit so that we don’t have some unbearable tragedy in the car park.

FRESH HERBS
The herb garden has been revitalised and restocked. Please give the basil a chance to grow a bit before harvesting.
Knock yourselves out on the Rosemary and Parsley on the established plants. Feel free to water on the weekends if it is
hot and dry.

LOCAL SPECIALS AT THE DRUM

SUPPORTING CAUSES ABROAD
You might like to know that Uygen (the cleaner)
has been collecting the recyclable cans an
bottles from our yellow bins and takes them to
the recycling station. Over many months, Uygen
and his friends have raised $900 which they sent
back to Bhutan to assist the poor through the
Buddhist Institute.
That’s a lot of cans and a lot of car trips to the
recycling station at Archerfield, but Uygen tells
me that A$1 can buy a meal in Bhutan for the
poor.
Uygen has also just graduated with a masters in
IT. Clever guy! He will be with us for one more
year until he returns to his family in Bhutan.

PEST CONTROL COMPLETED FOR 2021
The common area and unit pest control has now been completed for 2021. There are two more units that missed the
cut off and our guy will return in a week to treat. If you still want to have your unit treated there is time to get in for
this last treatment for the year.

RECORD VOTING AT THE AGM
Thanks to all who took advantage of the online voting for this year’s AGM. 27 lots cast their votes electronically which
gave us an easy quorum and speeding voting. The down side is that the social aspect of the AGM this year was a bit
lean. Still with everyone’s busy lives, this seems to be a great option.
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